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The Turin Stave is a metal ceiling system with 90° straight edges installed via a visible U-shaped 
profile measuring 100 mm. The panels are supported and interlinked on this profile, with the entire 
system mounted on the same level. The perpendicular tracks that form the profiles along the panels 
grant the ceiling a stylish yet functional aesthetic.

It is designed to be installed in workplaces and areas of transit given its ease of assembly and 
disassembly, which allows for easy access to the plenum space when it comes to any maintenance 
or repair work.

turin
stave

metallic ceilings staves

Perforated Finish Ø0.7

Perforated Finish Ø1.5
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MOUNTING A

The TURIN panels are installed by means of a visible system of longitudinal U-shaped profiles 100 
mm wide, which are levelled and anchored to the slab through the coupling of hanger parts and a 
threaded rod of metric 6 mm. The panels rest perpendicularly on the profiles, leaving the entire 
system flush at the same level so that each panel can be removed at any point.

1. Primary C100 Profile
2. C100 Profile Splice
3. C100 Profile Hanger Part
4. C100 Profile Wall Start Part

MOUNTING B

The TURIN panels are installed by means of a visible system of primary and secondary U-shaped profiles 100 mm wide, which make up a web 
of profiles intercepted at 90 degrees, allowing modules to be created where the panels rest on the longitudinal profiles, leaving the entire 
system flush at the same level so that each panel can be removed at any point.

1. Primary C100 Profile
2. Secondary C100 Profile
3. Primary C100 Profile Splice
4. Secondary Profile Corrector
5. Primary C100 Profile Hanger Part
6. C100 Profile Wall Start Part
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formats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 300 x VL - 8

Perforated 300 x VL - 8

finishes

turin stave

Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Technical File
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U100 profile
Support elements that works like perpendic-
ular rails to the Turin panels.

Hanger Part 
Inverted T-shaped hanger part designed to 
be fitted using a threaded M6 rod.

accessories

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Wall Start

Secondary crossbrace profile

With a width of 300 mm and variable length, according to require-
ments (maximum length of 2.5 metres), and removable at any 
point. This ceiling is assembled with the THU visible profile and 
capped around its perimeter in various ways: using angular pieces, 
perimeter strips, and even starting from the wall with the profile 
itself.

The panels are cold profiled, manufactured from pre-lacquered 
steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. All panels are supplied with 
adhesive protective film that guarantees their quality during the 
manufacturing process.

turin stave

C-100 splice part
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Finish Features: Pre-lacquered polyester panels with a thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White or Silver. This type of finish is resistant to 
corrosion and offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention). 
There is the option to provide the panels in any other colour under spe-
cial supply conditions.

systemturin dB+

turin stave

Removable panels measuring 300 mm wide and 1200 mm long. Our Tu-
rin dB+ model is a ceiling solution with first-class acoustic performance, 
designed for spaces with high acoustic demands. Its panels have an en-
closed nucleus made of acoustic absorbent and an upper cover closure 
that prevents sound from propagating while providing high lateral at-
tenuation. The absorption and insulation components are built into each 
panel, granting the system excellent acoustic performance features and 
meaning each panel can be removed conveniently and safely. 

The panels are cold profiled, manufactured from pre-lacquered steel 
sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. All panels are supplied with adhesive pro-
tective film that guarantees their quality during the manufacturing pro-
cess, ensuring the ensemble offers very high acoustic performance. The 
panels can easily be disassembled individually, allowing for practical, 
safe access to each one. 

Dncw: 25-30 dB (depending on model)

Acoustic absorption. Depending on frame.

finishes

Smooth Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Absorbing


